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Baseband AGC in an AM-FM Telemetry System 

Abslmct-The use of  AGC loops at  the input and output of the 
FM link  in an AM-FM telemetry system allows the mean-square 
transmitter deviation to be maintained near maximum value, 
even  though data  may  be nonstationary. However, errors  result 
because of the inability of the receiver AGC loop to track  perfectly 
gain variations in  the  transmitter loop. In this paper the general 
characteristics of AGC are discussed, and a  theoretical  analysis 
is performed to determine  the  time constant, steady-state error, 
and tracking error  for a  first-order loop.  Also, tracking  error for 
for first-order and second-order loops is investigated by simulation. 
Curves are  presented to illustrate  the principal results. 

I 
INTRODUCTION 

N AN AM-E'M telemetry  system, data can be non- 
stationary, causing the mean-square  value of the base- 

band  signal to  vary significantly. Since the mean-square 
deviation of the  transmitter  is proportional to  this signal, 
the  transmitter  can be either  over or under  modulated 
resulting in a  decreased signal-to-noise ratio or in  an 
excessively wide RF spectrum.  This difficulty can be over- 
come by employing an AGC loop at  the F A 1  link input 
to hold the rms value of the baseband  signal  constant and 
a second loop at  the Fail link  output  to  restore  data cali- 
bration.  Hereafter, the  input  and  output loops will be 
called the  transmitter  and receiver loops, respectively. 

In  an  actual system the receiver loop does not perfectly 
track gain  variations  in the  transmitter loop, resulting  in 
tracking  error.  This  error is greatest when the rms values 
of a  large  percentage of the  data signals change  simulta- 
neously, as would occur in B booster  telemetry  system at  
the  instant of ignition or staging.  Additionally, the  track- 
ing  error ctm have  a  steady-state value.  Theoretical  anal- 
ysis and simulation will be used to  study  these  errors, 

Much excellent theoretical work has been accomplished 
over the  past several  years  on AGC loops [1]-[5]. This 
paper is an extension to  the case of two loops in cascade. 
The model used for the analysis is the linear model pre- 
viously assumed by  Schacter  and  Bergstein [SI. The major 
purpose of the work is to make the system designer aware 
of the  types of difficulties likely to be encountered  in an 
operational  system. 

INCREASE IN SIGNAL-TO-NOISE  RATIO DUE TO AGC 
A block diagram of a  baseband AGC  system  is shown 

in  Fig. 1. The increase in  the  output signal-to-noise ratio 
of an individual  channel  can be determined  from  a con- 
sideration of mean-square transmitter deviation. Let h ' j ( t )  
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represent the instantaneous  value of the channel j signal 
so that  the baseband  signal X ( t )  is given by 

n 

S ( t )  = X j ( t ) .  (1) 
j=1 

If all the channel signals are  statistically  independent, the 
rms  value of A'(t), X, is 

n s = [E f i j q u z  (2) 
f=1 

where Xi is the rms  value of & ' j ( t ) .  The rms transmitter 
deviation D is  determined  by S. Therefore, maximum rrns 
transmitter deviation Dm results when S assumes maxi- 
mum  value S, so that 

D = (X/XnL) D, = LD, (3) 

where L = S / S ,  is the load factor [C]. It follows that if 
a  controlled amplifier with  gain p ( t )  = L-l is placed ahead 
of the FM link, the rms transmitter deviation will be 
maintained  constant a t  D,. Since the individual  channel 
signal-to-noise ratio is proportional to  the mean-square 
transmitter deviation, this  ratio is increased by a factor 
of (L-1)2. 

TRACKING  ERROR 
The occurrence of a  tracking  error  can be demonstrated 

by considering a  change in baseband load factor  from 
0.5 to 1.0. In order  for the  transmitter deviation to remain 
constant, the  transmitter amplifier gain p ( t )  should change 
instantaneously  from  two to one. However, the gain  actu- 
ally  changes  as  shown in Fig. 2(a) with  time  constant T ,  
dependent  upon the bandwidth of the  transmitter loop. 
It follows that  the pilot amplitude at  the receiver loop 
output is E , p ( t )  , where E, is the nominal pilot amplitude. 
If the gain of the receiver loop amplifier K ( t )  were p- l ( t ) ,  
no  error would exist since the pilot amplitude at   the re- 
ceiver loop output would be constant a t  Ep.  However, 
this would require that  the receiver loop respond instan- 
taneously to changes in p ( t )  , which mould necessitate an 
infinite loop bandwidth.  Therefore, in a  practical  system 
the pilot will be returned  to  its proper level as  illustrated 
in Pig. 2(b) ,  yielding a  tracking  error ET as shown in 
Fig. 2(b)  and  (c) . 

This  error  for  a step increase in baseband  load  factor 
can  be used to define the AGC  system  settling  time  as 
illustrated  in  Fig. 2 (e) ,  where the tolerance is the desired 
system  accuracy.  Since tracB1ng error only depends  upon 
the ability of the receiver loop to  track changes in  the 
transmitter loop gain, the error  can be made  arbitrarily 
small by  increasing the bandwidth of the receiver loop or 
decreasing the bandwidth of the  transmitter loop. Thus, 
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Fig. 1. Baseband AGC system. 
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transmitter loop time  constant T t  
receiver loop time  constant T,  

x =  - _  - (4) 

is the  parameter which  controls  tracking  error.  However, 
X may  not be  freely  varied  in  a  practical  system  because 
increasing the  transmitter loop time  constant  can  result 
in errors  due to  transmitter  overdeviation, while decreas- 
ing  the receiver loop time  constant  can  result  in  errors 
due to interference  from data channels  adjacent to  the 
pilot  in  the  baseband. 

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

Because of the variable  gain  element, an  AGC loop is 
described by  a  differential  equation  which  has  time-vary- 
ing coefficients. This complicates determination of the 
general  loop  response;  however, an exact  solution  is ob- 
tainable for the first-order case [ 5 ] .  This solution  can  be 
utilized to determine the loop time  constant,  the  steady- 
state error,  and  the  system  tracking  error.  Additionally, 
the analysis  provides  insight  which is helpful in under- 
standing  the  operation of baseband  AGC. In  an analysis 
of tracking  error,  the only  concern is in how  well the 
receiver loop tracks  the  transmitter loop gain  variations. 
If these  gain  variations  are specified, only the receiver 
loop  need  be  considered in  the analysis. Therefore, the 
transmitter loop will be assumed to be  first-order  in the 
following  analysis. 

Since the receiver loop responds  only to variations  in 
the pilot  amplitude,  the  pilot  frequency  may  be  translated 
to  dc for purposes of analysis.  This  results in  the reduc- 
tion of the receiver loop in Big. 1 to  the simplified model 
shown in  Fig. 3. The low-pass filter represents the cascade 
combination of the loop  low-pass  filter and  the low-pass 
equivalent of the pilot  bandpass  filter.  Usually, the pilot 
bandpass  filter will have  a  much  larger  bandwidth  than 
the loop  low-pass filter and  can be  neglected in  an analysis 
not concerned with noise and  interference. Also, the posi- 
tion of the comparison  device  has  been  changed for sim- 
plicity.  The loop input e i ( t )  is the assumed transmitter 
loop output. 

01 
t 
I 

I 

t = tCH."OE 

Fig. 2. Response to  step change in load  factor. (a) and (b) Pilot 
amplitude at output of transmitter AGC. ( c )  Tracking era. 

LOWPASS 
AMPLIFIER FILTER 

E, 

Fig. 3. Model of receiver AGC loop. 

General Solution 
In  order to compute  the  output e , ( t )  of the  system  in 

Fig. 3, an expression for the gain K ( t )  is necessary. Then 
e o ( t )  can be  computed  from 

eo( t )  = K ( t ) e i ( t ) .  (5) 

The gain  is  assumed to be  a  linear  function of the error 
signal g ( t )  so that 

K ( t )  = 1 + g ( t ) .  ( 6 )  
Since the analysis is for a first-order loop filter, let  the 
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loop  filter  impulse  response  be 

h(t)  = p exp ( - p t ) .  (7) 

Since the  input  to  the filter  is [E, - eo( t ) ]  and  the  filter 
output is g ( t )  , the differential  equation describing g ( t )  is 

C d g ( t ) / d t l  + & I ( t )  = A N E ,  - eo(2 ) l .  (8) 

Substituting ( 5 )  and (6) , this  equation  can be written  in 
the  standard  form 

where C is the  constant of integration which  is unity if 
the  initial  condition g(0) = 0 is  assumed.  Accordingly, 
(10)  may  be simplified to yield the general  first-order 
solution 

K ( t )  = exp [ - lPL-1  + Aei(z) l  dx: + PC1 + AEpI 1 

magnitude  and  polarity of the  step. It should  be kept in 
mind that a positive A corresponds to a  step decrease in 
load  factor, since A represents  the change in pilot  ampli- 
tude.  The dependency of T,. on the loop input signal makes 
it extremely difficult to specify the loop  time constant or 
the effective loop bandwidth  for  a general input signal. 

It follows from the  similarity of the  transmitter  and 
receiver loops that if a  step  function  is  applied to  the 
input of a first-order transmitter loop, the pilot  amplitude 
at  the loop output will  be of the  form 

e ( t )  = E, + A[1 - exp ( -a t ) ] .  (15) 

By definition, the  time  constant of the  transmitter loop 
T, is 

Tt = l / a .  (16) 

Steady-State Errors 

If the  steady-state  value of e i ( t )  is different from E,, 
then g ( t )  cannot be zero and  a  steady-state  error will 
result.  Assuming that e i ( t )  = E, + A, the  steady-state 
value of K ( t ) ,  i.e., K (  w ) ,  can  be  computed  from (9). 
By definition of steady-state, d/clt[K(t)] at t = 00 is zero. 
Thus, 

K (  a) = (1 + AE,)/Cl + A ( E ,  + A ) ] .  (17) 

The  steady-state  error ess is given  by 

e,, = eo( a) - E, = K (  w )  (E, + A )  - E, 

= A/[1 + A (E,  + A ) ] .  (18) 

1 In  a  practical  system  this  value  can  be  made negligible 
.[ exp [ - [ PC1 Aei(z)l  ” ”’ by  making A sufficiently large. Of course, the  steady-state 

error  in no  way  depends upon  the loop low-pass filter if 
This expression can be  used to determine the ~ O O P  time H ( o )  is  unity.  Thus,  unlike  the  general solution and  the 
constant,  the  steady-state  error,  and  the  tracking  error. expression  derived for the  time  constants,  (18)  is valid 

Time Constants 
for any choice of loop  filter. 

The  time  constant of an AGC loop  is defined in  the Trackin.g Error 
conventional  manner  from the step-function response. To From Fig. the tracking eT of an AGC system is 
determine the  time  constant of the receiver loop, let 

e i ( t )  = E, + A. (12) ET = K(t)ei( t )  - E,. (19) 

Substituting (12) in (11)  and performing the  integrations  For  a first-order system eT can be  obtained  from ( l l ) ,  
yields the result the general  solution for K ( t )  . If e; ( t )  results  from  a  step 

change in load factor at  the  input of a first-order trans- 
K ( t )  = 1/[1 + A (E,  + A ) ]  mitter loop, i t  will have the form  given by (15). Sub- 

stituting  (15)  into (11) yields 

given by 

-((I + AE,) + AAexp { -LO + PA(E, + A ) l t ) > .  

(13) K ( t )  = e x p ( - [ i ’ ( l + A ~ E , + ~ - - A e x p ( - a x : ) ] ~ d z )  
From this equation, the  time  constant of the receiver loop 
is, by definition, + PC1 + AEPI 

T,  = 1/CP + PA(Ep + A ) ] .  (14) 

The preceding  expression illustrates  that  the  time con- 
stant of the receiver loop is dependent  upon  both  the (20) 
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which can  be  written  as 

K ( t )  = exp { -pt - &?(Ep + A ) t  

- (ApA/a)[exp ( -a t )  - 11) + PC1 + AE,] 

Sexp [ -pt  - &(Ep + A)t  - (ApA/a) exp ( -a t ) ]  

~ ~ e x p [ ~ ~ + ~ A ( ~ , + a ) , + ( A O a / . ) e x p ( - a r ) I ~ ~ .  

(21) 

Using (14) and  letting T ,  = r to simplify notation allows 
(21) to be written as 

K ( t )  = exp { - t / r  - (ApA/a)[exp ( -a t )  - I]) 

+ PC1 + AE,I exp + (ApA/a) exp (-41 

-( exp [r/r  + ( A p ~ / a )  exp ( -a , ) ]  d ~ .  (22) 

This  equation  can be expressed as 

K ( t )  = {exp [ - t / r  - b exp ( - a t ) ] )  

. ! e b  + PC1 + AE,Ig(b;t) 1 (23) 

where b = ApA/a and 

g ( b ; t )  = exp [ r / r  + b exp (-a,)] d7. (24) 

A series expansion  for g ( b ; t )  can  be  obtained  by  making 

0 

the change of variable 

y = b exp ( - a r ) .  (25)  
This yields 

g ( b ; t )  = ( l / a )  bX y-(lfx)e* dy (26) 

since 
X = Tt /T ,  = l /ar .  

Replacing e* by  its series expansion yields 

g ( b ; t )  = ( l /a)bX dY. (28) 

The  term  in which k = X must be integrated  separately 
since it yields an In y term.  Thus (28) becomes 

g ( b ; t )  = (l/a)bX 

( 29) 
which can be written  as 

- 
6 

TIME NORMALIZED TO T, 

Fig. 4. Tracking error for first-order loop. 

TIME NORMALIZED TO Tt 

Fig. 5. Tracking error for second-order loop. 

Substituting (30) into (23) yields the final result  for K ( t )  

K ( t )  = exp [- t /T,  - b exp ( -a t ) ]  

- [e. + ( l / a ) b ~ [ ~  + AE,I 

From this expression K ( t )  can  be  determined for any 
choice of system  parameters.  Tracking  error  is  then  deter- 
mined using (19). 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In  the previous  section the  time  constant,  steady-state 
error, and  tracking  error were obtained  for  a  first-order 
loop.  Since the analysis to  determine  tracking  error  for 
higher  order loops is  much more difficult, simulation was 
used to  obtain results for a  second-order loop. Also, for 
convenience and for  a  check  on the theoretical  solution, 
the first-order loop was simulated. The  transmitter loop 
was replaced by a low-pass filter in  the simulation to  give 
the proper  pilot response with a step  function  input.  The 
receiver loop was simulated  as  represented in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4 shows the tracking  error  for  a  step  in  load  factor 
at  the  transmitter loop input for a  first-order  system. The 
curves were described  mathematically  in the previous 
section.  Fig. 5 gives the results  for  a second-order system. 
These families of curves  provide the designer with infor- 
mation  concerning the effect of the time  constant  ratio X 
on  the  magnitude  and  duration of the peaks in  tracking 
error  resulting  from step  inputs. A comparison of the first- 
and second-order results  indicate that  the second-order 
loop has  a lower peak  tracking  error than  the first-order 
loop. However, the second-order loop has the disadvantage 
of requiring  compensation to  prevent excessive ringing 
and long  settling  times. The compensator  utilized was a 
first-order  lead  network placed in cascade with the low- 
pass  filter and was designed to yield minimum  settling 
time. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The use of AGC yields an increase in  the individual 

channel signal-to-noise ratio when the  data  are  nonstation- 
ary,  but  the  system  introduces  tracking errors which de- 
crease system accuracy.  Tracking  error  is  a  dynamic cdi- 
bration  error which is  greatest when the rms  value of the 
baseband is changing  rapidly. The magnitude of tracking 
error  is a decreasing  function of the ratio of transmitter 
to  receiver time  constants.  Additionally,  steady-state  er- 
rors  result  in the tracking process, but  these  can be  made 
negligible by using sufficient loop gain. 

Because the AGC loop is defined by a differential  equa- 
tion having  time-varying coefficients, the loop time con- 
stant is a function of the  input signal. This fact  makes it 
difficult to specify the effective AGC  bandwidth when 
different types of transients, or steps of different magni- 
tude,  are likely to be  encountered. 

If the  transmitter loop time  constant is made excessively 
long, the  transmitter  can be  overdeviated for a  relatively 
long period of time when the baseband load factor  in- 
creases  rapidly. This  can lead to  data errors  resulting 
from the  transmitter being deviated beyond its linear 
region or to interference  with  ot.her  systems because of an 
excessively wide RF spectrum.  These  problems  have  not 
been  investigated  in  this  paper but  are of considerable 
importance  in  any  practical  application of AGC. 

Baseband AGC mould be  particularly  attractive if the 
majority of the channels were changing slowly in  rms 
value so that large  tracking  errors could be  avoided. How- 
ever,  from the preceeding considerations, especially track- 
ing  error,  a  system  may  be  desirable  in which channels 
carrying  critical signals are  not  subjected  to  the AGC. 
Such  a  system could be easily implemented by summing 
together some of the channels ahead of the  transmitter 
loop and  the remaining  channels after  the loop. 
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